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Working page for the team

This page is meant to organize the work for the team. It has no added value to be fully public, so
there is no link pointing to this page: it may be considered as slightly private. However if a visitor
enters the address in its browser, he will see it.

Team members

Daniel Schweich (project maintainer, French and English pages)
Yann Cochard (webmaster)
Detlev Metzing (German pages)
Paul Laney (Succulenta)

How to work

Maintaining such a project will be a difficult task, especially to keep all pages mostly in sync. Here is
how we can work, for most pages:

references pages are English and French ones, maintained by Daniel.1.
when these pages are settled, after creation or major update, each maintainer of other2.
languages is asked to update his/her pages. Daniel ot Yann will tell them whn there is work to
do!
to see when pages are updated, once logged in, go to the English index and clic on the button3.
“Recent changes”.

Tips:

There is a public forum to discuss the project: https://www.cactuspro.com/forum/list.php?9
Page with wiki code for including link to a file on the FTP:
https://www.cactuspro.com/biblio_fichiers/pdf/liste.php

To do

FROM Daniel: FAQ's page; Please comment (on the FAQ's page; start your comment line with
“> ” [> space space]) and add question/answer.
FOR Paul: Finalize the page succulentatemp (note “temp” suffix!) page in the english pages.

Suggestions

FROM Daniel: would it be possible to “search” the biblio pages for some words, and have a list
of the meaningful internal “biblio” links (I found a wiki search field [where???] that gave a sub-
menu with the more relevant target links…)? Yann: I'll have a look.

http://cactuspro.com/biblio/en:accueil
https://www.cactuspro.com/forum/list.php?9
https://www.cactuspro.com/biblio_fichiers/pdf/liste.php
http://cactuspro.com/biblio/faq
http://cactuspro.com/biblio/en:succulentatemp
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Links

Here are some links to other online PDF. Their quality and legality have not been checked yet.

Cactus and Succulent Journal, Volume 35, 1963.
http://www.royprice.name/ : text files of Ritter, Backeberg, Rausch, Rainer Wahl, and Taylor
Marshall.
http://www.copiapoa.info/online/AIAS/00.htm : Il genere Copiapoa, by Massimo Meregalli – Carlo
Doni (Yann contacted Paul Klaassen, the webmaster, without answer yet)
http://stalikez.info/fsm/semp/site/bibli_fr.php#sm_6 : 2 complete books on Sempervivum, now in
the public domain (except an introduction page added by the webmaster of this site).
http://www.tela-botanica.org/page:flore_de_coste : Flore descriptive et illustrée de la France de
la Corse et des contrées limitrophes, par l'abbé H. COSTE (plus d'ouvrages sur
http://www.tela-botanica.org/page:ouvrages_numerises)
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